TRANSPORT

NATIONWIDE COVERAGE OFFERING
A LOCAL SERVICE
FIS places high priority on investment in
specialist vehicles and equipment. This
investment is to maintain high safety standards
for our teams and our customers and the
environment.
Our large fleet of modern, specialist vehicles
allows us to offer the best solutions to our
partners for safe transport of waste streams.

Vacuum Tankers
Central to our core business. More than 40
tankers with up to 30,000 litre capacity.

Lined for transporting acids and
other highly corrosive substances
Stainless steel for less corrosive
liquids
Mild steel for non-hazardous
liquids

Jet Vac Units
Fitted with high vacuum suction
pumps they can remove liquid and
solids from a great distance. Fully
equipped to ADR standards. Fitted
with high pressure jetting units rated
at 3000 PSI (90 gallons per min).
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DISAB Units
For dry waste, heavy sludges and solids our DISAB units can carry up to 14te.
They can safely load ﬁne powders, with dust being collected in cyclone dust traps.
Alternatively, the load can be bagged using our mobile hopper units or tipped utilising
the opening back door of the tipping tanker unit.

Super Sucker Tanker
Similar to DISAB these vehicles can carry 18 tonne payloads but have additional
suction capacity. Loading through 6-8 inch hoses these specialist artic tipping units
are unique in the UK. These units are able to suck sludge and soil that is so heavy
that most would consider JCB type diggers as the only solution.

Powder Tankers
Can carry up to 72m3 of product and equipped with latest safety features and on
board weighing systems. All vehicles ﬁtted with dust suppression systems to prevent
fugitive emissions during offloading operations.
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Supported by in-house Treatment Plants,
state of the art laboratories and vehicle
maintenance workshops.

